CALL FOR IDEAS!

Do you have an idea for a technology project that will benefit UCR students? Does it need funding?

**STF IDEA SUBMISSION DEADLINE:**
**FEBRUARY 28, 2021**

The Student Technology Fee (STF) is a modest fund that allows UCR to strategically invest in technologies that provide students and faculty with a high-tech environment that supports top-tier teaching and learning.
Qualifying Projects

**STF FUNDS INITIATIVES THAT SUPPORT:**

- Enhancing student access to learning content & systems
- Supporting innovative pedagogy through improvements to campus learning spaces
- Improving and enhancing UCR’s learning and collaboration environments
- Supporting the creation of digital content, e-learning objectives, and blended learning environments

If you have an idea connected to one of the above goals, please complete the idea submission form by the deadline:

http://linktosurvey.example